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Bringing Projects into Focus
Trinity Technology Group (TrinityTG) offers a reusable Project
Management Tool to manage the complexities of large-scale
information technology projects. This tool, called ProjectVue, is
built on the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 platform, allowing it
to be configurable, extendable, and maintainable to meet the
needs of our clients.
ProjectVue consolidates all of the tools that project leads need
to manage waterfall, agile, or hybrid implementations, and
creates the reports and other information that guide their
projects to success. It was developed to support – and be consistent with – the major industry
standard project management methodologies and ISO standards from PMBOK and PMP.

Our 4T Methodology
TrinityTG’s guiding principles of project management are represented by our 4T project
management methodology, which promotes project Transparency, Traceability,
Truthfulness and Transferability. The 4T methodology provides project leads
with the ability to continually review, monitor, and execute projects throughout the project life cycle.
By doing so, ProjectVue:
•

Provides transparency to project teams by showing progress on activities and tasks, including
ongoing execution and implementation plans. It also provides all stakeholders to the status
and mitigation strategies for project issues and risks. Beyond the core project management
features, ProjectVue also
provides the entire project
team – including business
analysts, developers, and
quality assurance analysts –
access to, and tracking of,
crucial project information,
including Sources, Business
processes, Requirements
Management, Development
Artifacts, Release Management,
Document Repository, Test Script
to Defect Tracking, and Change
Control.

•

Documents, traces, and verifies activities, assignments, and commitments by promoting full
traceability from requirements, through use cases to test cases, and by providing links to the
information that
is crucial to the
project life
cycle.

•

Provides a
single point of
truth that
includes
operational,
analytical and
executive dashboards and ad hoc reporting features that allow all stakeholders to assess vital
information, key performance indicators, and documents in the repositories at any time, in
real-time.

•

Enables the client to transfer all ProjectVue solution components and project data from
ProjectVue to their in-house data warehouse or reporting environment. This allows
information to be consolidated
for enterprise reporting.
Similarly, external project
management data can also be
loaded into ProjectVue to
provide consistent and robust
enterprise reporting. Project
partners value the information
captured throughout the project;
they understand that
information captured
throughout the project life cycle
will persist for the entire lifetime
of the project.

ProjectVue is Proven
ProjectVue has proven itself to be an effective tool on multiple projects. With it, TrinityTG has
achieved a 100% success rate of solution delivery, noteworthy client savings, and on-time delivery.
ProjectVue demonstrates that greater visibility means even greater success.

Trinity Technology Group
TrinityTG has been building working IT solutions that solve real business problems for nearly 20 years in
Sacramento. Our team of talented professionals – from business analysts to seasoned developers,
quality assurance analysts to project managers – work hand-in-hand with you to create formal plans for
each critical process and to deliver the solution your department needs.
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